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A visualization of biological molecules at an atomic 
level is crucial for an understanding of their func-

tion. At the present time, synchrotron-based macro-
molecular crystallography (MX) remains a powerful 
and important method for structural determination 
at high resolution. With the advent of Taiwan Pho-
ton Source (TPS), the availability of increased X-ray 
brightness and a smaller beam size, and the develop-
ment of instruments and software, make possible a 
challenge for the difficult tests associated with viruses 
or membrane proteins. The following remarkable 
research was conducted by our user communities in 
year 2019. Five reports include a vital partitioning 
system, ParABS, involved in chromosome segregation, 
by Yuh-Ju Sun; poly-ADP-ribosylation (PARylation), 
a ubiquitous post-translational modification, partic-
ipating in various cellular processes, by Chun-Hua 
Hsu; carboxyl (C)-terminal processing proteases (CTP) 
involved in protective and regulatory proteolysis in 
bacteria, by Chung-I Chang; a novel mechanism of 
γδ T cell activation for future T-cell immunotherapy 
strategies, by Rey-Ting Guo, and the shrimp Nodavi-
rus capsid assembly and infection mechanisms for the 
development of an antiviral vaccine, by Chun-Jung 
Chen.

The fruitful results from TPS 05A over the past few 
years have forcefully demonstrated the importance 
of superior beam properties, such as increased beam 
stability, decreased beam size and less beam diver-
gence. Other existing PX and bio-related beamlines 
at TLS, including SAXS, XAS, and IR, have great avail-
ability and capabilities to treat bio-samples. In these 
circumstances, our vibrant research community and 
industrial users take full advantage of various bio-re-
lated beamlines from TPS and TLS to perform general 
and demanding investigations. (by Chun-Hsiang 
Huang)

Life  
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I n many countries aquaculture is a major global 
economic activity, such as for the cultivation of ma-

rine fish and prawn. Taiwan, an island surrounded by 
sea, is a major distant-water fishery and aquaculture 
producer in the world.1 Macrobrachium rosenbergii 
(M. rosenbergii) and Penaeus vannamei, (P. vannam-
ei) commonly known as giant freshwater prawn and 
Pacific white shrimp, respectively, are economically 
important cultured prawns for 90% of the shrimp 
aquaculture industry. Notably, one major factor that 
limits the expansion of the shrimp culture is the con-
stant appearance of infectious diseases caused by 
several viruses such as taura syndrome virus (TSV), 
infectious hypodermal and hematopoietic necrosis 
virus (IHHNV), white-spot syndrome virus (WSSV) and 
shrimp nodaviruses, such as Macrobrachium rosen-
bergii nodavirus (MrNV) and Penaeus vannamei no-
davirus (PvNV), which have impacted great economic 
losses.2 To date, there is no high-resolution structural 
information available to allow us to elucidate the 
capsid-related organization of the shrimp nodavirus.

Virus-like particles (VLPs), which are composed of 
multiple copies of one or more viral proteins, are 
supramolecular assemblages with well-defined ge-
ometry and have generally icosahedral or rod-like 
structures that mimic the overall structure of the 
native virions. Based on the natural intrinsic ability 
of structural viral subunits, these major capsid pro-
teins (CPs) can spontaneously self-assemble into 
VLPs when they are expressed using recombinant 
expression systems from mammalian cells to bacteria. 
Various purposes of VLP have been widely studied 
and used for a drug delivery system, gene therapy, 
vaccine development and epitope display.3 To inves-
tigate the properties of shrimp nodavirus capsids, a 
research team led by Chun-Jung Chen (NSRRC) and 
his co-workers solved the cryo-EM structures of T = 
3 and T = 1 PvNV-like particles (PvNV-LPs) at 3.5 and 
3.7 Å, respectively, crystal structures of the protrusion 
domains (Pds) of PvNV and MrNV in various forms at 
high resolution beyond 1.2 Å, and crystal structures of 
the T = 1 sub-viral particle (SVP) of the ΔN-ARM-PvNV 

Structural Insights into Shrimp Nodavirus Capsids: 
New Capsid Structures to Understand the Mecha-
nisms of Capsid Assembly and Infection 
From a combination of X-ray crystal and cryo-EM structural data, the shrimp nodavirus cap-
sid structures at atomic resolution provide structural information about mechanisms for viral 
assembly and infection, and be applicable to the development of an antiviral vaccine. 

shell domain (Sd) at resolution 3.1 Å. All diffraction 
data sets were collected at TPS 05A, TLS 13C1 and 
TLS 15A1 and SP 44XU.4

As shown in Fig. 1(a), visualization with a cryo-EM 
showed that these capsids exist in multiple confor-
mations, including mostly virion-sized T = 3 particles 
of diameter ~35 nm and a minor proportion of small-
er-sized T = 1 particles ~24 nm. The resolutions of the 
T = 3 and T = 1 PvNV-LPs were estimated to be 3.5 and 
3.7 Å according to the gold-standard Fourier shell 
correlation (FSC) = 0.143 criterion, respectively, after 
applying a soft spherical mask on the two reconstruc-
tions refined from half of the data sets independently 
(Fig. 1(b)). The cryo-EM maps clearly show T = 3 and 
T = 1 icosahedral symmetries composed of 180 cop-
ies and 60 copies with CP of full length 37-kDa in 
total, respectively (Fig. 1(c)). In total 90 spikes of T = 
3 PvNV-LP are distributed along the icosahedral two-
fold axes and the quasi-two-fold axes on the surface. 
The icosahedral asymmetric unit (iASU) within the 
T = 3 PvNV-LP contains three CPs occupying inequiv-
alent sites with somewhat varied conformations, 
which are henceforth referred to as A-C subunits. The 
cryo-EM map allowed modeling of residues 64–368 
for subunits A and B, and residues 31–368 for subunit 
C (Fig. 1(d)). Interestingly, in the T = 3 PvNV-LP, the 
ordered linkers from the subunit C/C dimer exhibit a 
parallel structure at the opposite side, whereas the 
linkers from the subunit A/B dimer adopt another 
new structural feature with a cross conformation (Fig. 
1(e)).

The T = 3 and T = 1 PvNV-LPs have obviously similar 
structures of the S-domain, linker and P-domain, but 
the N-ARM and N-arm of T = 1 PvNV-LP are more flex-
ible. In contrast with the T = 3 PvNV-LP, T = 1 PvNV-LP, 
with only A/A dimers, has a bent conformation and a 
smaller inner cavity and would associate weakly with 
the RNA nucleotide, rendering free or partial viral ge-
nome encapsidation. As mentioned above, however, 
the authors postulated that the association between 
a C/C dimer and a nucleotide might be implicated 
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in a size switch between T = 1 and T = 3 particles, and 
proposed a mechanistic model framed around a nu-
cleotide-mediated C/C dimer and the A/B (T = 3 cap-
sid) or A/A dimer (T = 1 capsid) with parallel and cross 
conformations of linkers, respectively, to explain the 
dynamic assemblies of the T = 1 and T = 3 PvNV-LPs.

Consistent with the cryo-EM structure, the crystal 
structures PvNVPd and MrNVPd form a dimeric 
straight rod with dimensions length ~40 Å and width 
~22 Å in crystal packing (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)). The 
secondary-structural elements are shown in Figs. 2(c) 
and 2(d). The structural folds of PvNVPd and MrNVPd 
consist of eight β-strands, differing from that of any 
other known viral CP. The P-domain monomer folds 
into the core jelly-roll topology, forming a β-sandwich 
face-to-face with two pairs of antiparallel β-sheet. 
Four highly exposed turn insertions β1/β2, β3/β4, β5/
β6 and β7/β8 appear on the top regions of PvNVPd 

Fig. 1: (a) Cryo-EM image of PvNV-LP. The diameters of the PvNV-LPs are near 35 and 24 nm, corresponding to the T = 3 and T = 1 
particles. T = 3 and T = 1 capsids are indicated with white solid and dotted arrows, respectively. Scale bar = 100 nm. (b) Fourier 
shell correlation (FSC) curves of the 3D reconstructions of T = 1 (dashed line) and  T = 3 (solid line) PvNV-LPs. (c) Front view of 
the cryo-EM maps along an I2-symmetry axis with two-, three- and five-fold axes as indicated. The capsid surfaces are five-
colored according to their distances from the particle center (red: short distance; blue: long distance). (d) Ribbon diagrams and 
molecular surfaces of subunits A and B, and C with bound Ca2+ ions (yellow spheres), comprising several domains and regions, 
including N-ARM (N-terminal arginine-rich motif; grey), N-arm (N-terminal arm; yellow), S-domain (light green and purple), 
linker (green) and P-domain (blue), respectively. (e) The homo-dimeric P-domains and linkers from the A/B and C/C dimers are 
color-coded as in (c) Asn250 and the C-termini are indicated. [Reproduced from Ref. 4] 

and MrNVPd and might play an important role in 
the determination of the antigenicity. In the dimeric 
structures of PvNVPd and MrNVPd, the domain-do-
main contacts at the interface are two-fold symmetri-
cally formed with a hydrogen-bond network between 
the main chains of the antiparallel β-strands, β3 and 
β6 (Figs. 2(c)–2(e)). Several residues are involved 
in these interactions, including Ala293-Gln297 and 
Val327-Ser331 for PvNVPd and Tyr293-Arg296 and 
Ile326-Asp329 for MrNVPd (Figs. 2(d)–2(f)). In addi-
tion, the MrNVPd dimer is stabilized with hydrogen 
bonds between Leu255 and Tyr257 of the β1 strand 
and Lys287 and Ile289 of the β3 strand (Fig. 2(g)).

The oligomerization of CPs is the first intermediate 
step during assembly of a viral capsid. As mentioned 
above, all structures of T = 3 PvNV-LP, T = 1 PvNV-LP, 
PvNVPd and MrNVPd at present indicate a proposed 
model in which the functional P-domain might be 
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involved in the dimeric capsomere formation during 
a capsid assembly of the shrimp nodavirus (Fig. 3). 
The N-ARM has previously been shown to play a 
role in controlling the particle polymorphism, such 
as cowpea chlorotic mottle virus, SeMV, TBSV and 
GNNV.5 The crystal structure of the truncated PvNVSd 
(ΔN-ARM-PvNVSd) was eventually determined at 
resolution 3.1 Å to reveal a T = 1 SVP architecture (Fig. 
3). To clarify whether fusion segments on recombi-
nant PvNV CPs affect the assembly of these multiple 
conformational particles, the authors found that the 
pET21-PvNV-LP containing the N/C-termini fusion 
segments might have the propensity to self-assemble 
into highly irregular particles of the T = 1 architecture 
(Fig. 3).

In summary, five conclusions have been drawn ac-
cording to the structural information and biochemical 

Fig. 2: (a)–(b) Ribbon diagrams and surface 
presentations of PvNVPd and MrNVPd 
are shown in similar orientations. Two 
C-termini are shown as red spheres. 
Each monomer of PvNVPd and 
MrNVPd is indicated in blue, yellow, 
green and orange, respectively. (c)–(d) 
Schematic diagrams of the secondary 
structures in PvNVPd and MrNVPd, 
respectively. Each monomer of 
PvNVPd and MrNVPd is indicated with 
colors as in (a) and (b). (e)–(g) The 
hydrogen bonds, which stabilize the 
dimer, from specific β-strands β1, β3 
and β6 with the key residues (sticks) 
at the interface are shown in red. 
[Reproduced from Ref. 4]

data. (1) The homodimeric capsomeres formed by a 
single CP could assemble into the complete T = 3 virus 
shells, differing significantly from the other two major 
genuses of family Nodaviridae. (2) The linker exhibits 
cross and parallel structural forms in the T = 3 PvNV-
LP, which have not previously been recognized in any 
other viral CP structures. (3) The functional dimeric 
PvNVPd and MrNVPd exhibit a new jelly-roll struc-
ture to form cuboid-like spikes for CP dimerization 
through intermolecular hydrogen bonds in the initial 
capsid assembly. (4) The crystal structures of PvNVPd 
and MrNVPd, together with the cryo-EM structures of 
T = 3 PvNV-LP and MrNV-LP, reveal new surface struc-
tures and morphologies of the shrimp nodaviruses as 
a consequence of the semi-flexibility of their linkers. 
(5) The N-ARM, the inherent flexibility of the N/C-ter-
minus of PvNV CP and nucleotide encapsidation serve 
as a molecular switch to lead to the spontaneous 
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Fig. 3: Particle polymorphism and self-assembly mechanisms of 
shrimp nodavirus. Cryo-EM, X-ray crystal and EM struc-
tures of the T = 3 and T = 1 PvNV-LPs, T = 1 ΔN-ARM-PvNV 
SVP and T = 1 ΔN-ARM-PvNVSd SVP. The T = 3 PvNV-LP 
surface and two T = 1 SVP surfaces are rainbow-col-
ored according to their distance from the spike to the 
shell. The diagram shows the putative self-assembly of 
the T = 3 and T = 1 shrimp nodavirus capsids. The basic 
unit of the capsid assembly is the dimeric capsomeres 
(diamond with black solid and dotted lines). The N-ARM 
deletion and the N-terminal fusion tag both might guide 
the assembly of the T = 1 capsid. [Reproduced from Ref. 4]

The obtained detailed crystal and cryo-EM struc-
tures of shrimp nodavirus capsids and their specific 
domains can provide an improved understanding 
of its capsid conformation and the mechanisms of 
the capsid assembly and viral infection, and can 
also be filed to provide new insight to develop an 
appropriate treatment with therapeutic vaccines to 
prevent shrimp nodavirus infection of shrimp in the 
shrimp-farming industry. (Reported by Nai-Chi Chen)

This report features the work of Chun-Jung Chen and 
his collaborators published in Commun. Biol. 2, 72 
(2019).

TPS 05A    Protein Microcrystallography
TLS 13C1  SW60 – Protein Crystallography
TLS 15A1  Biopharmaceuticals Protein Crystallography
•  Protein Crystallography
•  Biological Macromolecules, Virus Structures, Life 
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Deinococcus Radiodurans Poly ADP-Ribose Glyco-
hydrolase Structure: Exploring Bacterial Poly ADP- 
Ribosylation 
Unlike in eukaryotes, poly ADP-ribosylation (PARylation) remains elusive in prokaryotic or-
ganisms. A combination of structural and biochemical analyses of poly ADP-ribose glycohy-
drolase from Deinococcus radiodurans (DrPARG) shows that DrPARG represents a previously 
unidentified bacterial-type PARG that equips endo-glycohydrolase activity and further deci-
phers the existence of PARylation in bacteria. 

P oly-ADP-ribosylation (PARylation) is a ubiquitous post-translational modification involved in various cellular 
processes. In eukaryotes, PARylation has been widely studied for its relation to DNA damage. In cells, the pro-

duction of PAR polymers is regulated mainly by the activity of abundant nuclear PARP1. Despite the abundance 
of PARP1, most PAR generated by DNA damage is rapidly degraded by poly ADP-ribose glycohydrolase (PARG). 

self-assembly of the PvNV capsid, resulting in particle 
polymorphism for T = 3 or T = 1 assemblies. 
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The first PARG crystal structure derived from Thermomonospora curvata (TcPARG) revealed that the catalytic do-
main belongs to a distant member of the macrodomain protein family; steric hindrance by the ribose cap struc-
ture confines bacterial-type PARG to exo-glycohydrolases.1 Unlike bacterial PARG, canonical PARG (possessed by 
eukaryotes) can function as both exo- and endo-glycohydrolases because they lack the ribose cap loop.2,3

Although some bacterial species are found to possess both PARP (closely related to PARP1) and PARG genes and 
some contain only PARG homologues, bacteria are historically thought to lack poly ADP-ribose metabolism. D. 
radiodurans and other members belonging to the same bacterial genus exhibit remarkable resistance to severe 
DNA damage caused by ionizing and ultraviolet (UV) radiation and many other agents that damage DNA. The 
mechanism of radio-resistance in D. radiodurans remains unclear. D. radiodurans is one of many bacterial species 
possessing PARG homologues in their genomes. As transcriptomic analysis showed upregulated expression of 
D. radiodurans PARG (DrPARG) following radiation damage, it might be involved in DNA damage responses.4 To 
determine the mechanistic basis of DrPARG-mediated ADP-ribose modification, a research team led by Chun-
Hua Hsu (National Taiwan University) solved the structures of apo and ADP-ribose-bound DrPARG. The diffrac-
tion data were collected at TPS 05A, TLS 13B1 and TLS13C1.5

Figures 1(a) and 1(b), show the overall structures and topology of apo and ADP-ribose bound DrPARG.  
Binding of ADP-ribose stabilizes the protein and causes conformational changes to the structure. Additional 
secondary structure such as the α4ʹ helix was induced upon ADP-ribose binding. As compared with DrPARG, 
previously reported bacterial (TcPARG) and canonical PARG (HsPARG and MmPARG) structures show corre-
sponding regions of the α4ʹ helix and the catalytic loop embedded between the conserved macrodomain and 
the N- or C-terminal extension structures (Fig. 1(c)). Binding-induced conformational changes are thus less 
probable in these PARGs. Adopting similar amino acids in coordinating ADP-ribose, compared with TcPARG 
and HsPARG, DrPARG might have a catalytic mechanism toward hydrolysis of poly ADP-ribose (PAR) the same 
as that of TcPARG and HsPARG. A 2’-hydorsyl group exposed to solvents was observed in the DrPARG structure 
whereas DrPARG possesses the ribose cap structure (Fig. 1(d)), indicating that DrPARG might exert an endo-gly-
cohydorlase function. Using molecular modeling, the authors found that Thr267 might play an important role 
in establishing an endo-glycohydrolase activity (Fig. 1(e)) because it does not generate steric hindrance to PAR 
by forming hydrogen bonding with neighboring residues, as does Arg268 of TcPARG (Fig. 1(f)). Investigation 
of the cleavage product of DrPARG shows the existence of short-chain PAR and ADP-ribose oligomers, further 
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confirming that DrPARG possesses 
endo-glycohydrolase activity. This 
result also indicates that Thr267 
was not solely accounted for 
the endo-glycohydrolase activ-
ity as substitution of Thr267 for 
arginine or lysine still generates 
oligomeric ADP-ribose but not 
short-chain PAR in the cleavage 
products (Figs. 1(g) and 1(h)). 
Notably, the authors could not 
define the first 28 residues of 
DrPARG in the map of electron 
density, indicating that the N-ter-
minal region is flexible. This flex-
ibility might also contribute to 
an endo-glycohydrolase activity 
because, without structural sup-
port to fix the catalytic loop by the 
N-terminus (as in TcPARG1) (Fig. 
1(c)), the enzyme can accommo-
date PAR in an endo-mode.

Little is known about bacterial 
PARylation. The structural and 
biochemical data indicate that 
DrPARG can process PAR, but PA-
Rylation in D. radiodurans remains 
unclear. To investigate the exis-
tence of PARylation, the authors 
detected endogenous PAR in D. 
radiodurans using a monoclonal 
antibody against PAR (Fig. 2(a)). 
In addition, the endogenous PAR 
signal increased when the bacteri-
al culture was supplemented with 
nicotinamide adenine dinuclotide 
(NAD), which is the substrate of 
generating PAR (Fig. 2(b)). When 
bacteria were treated with 3-am-
inobenzamide (3-AB), a known 
ADP-ribosyltransferase inhibitor, 
the endogenous PAR signal de-
creased (Fig. 2(c)). The results 
indicate the existence of endoge-
nous PAR in D. radiodurans. 

To understand whether DrPARG 
modulates the endogenous PAR 
level, they deleted the parg gene 
in D. radiodurans. The use of 
western blot showed that some 
protein bands have increased 
intensities in the deletion strain 
(Δparg) (Fig. 2(d)), indicating that 

Fig. 1: (a) Overall structure and topology of apo DrPARG. The disordered region is 
shown as a dotted line. N and C stand for N-terminus and C-terminus, respec-
tively. (b) Overall structure and topology of DrPARG in a complex with ADP-ri-
bose. (c) PARG structures in a complex with ADP-ribose from Deinococcus 
radiodurans (DrPARG; PDB code 5ZDB), Thermomonospora curvata (TcPARG; 
PDB code 3SIG), Homo sapiens (HsPARG; PDB code 4B1H), and Mus musculus 
(MmPARG; PDB code 4NA0) are shown as cartoon models. α4ʹ helix, the catalytic 
loop of DrPARG and their corresponding regions of other PARG are colored 
blue. The conserved macrodomain and the N- or C-terminal extension structures 
are colored grey and green, respectively. (d) Detailed view of interactions within 
the ADP-ribose binding pocket of the DrPARG structure. (e) Solvent accessibility 
of bound ADP-ribose in DrPARG. (f) Comparison of the interaction network 
for Arg268 of TcPARG and the corresponding residue of DrPARG. (g) Detection 
of short-chain PAR in the cleavage products of DrPARG with dot blotting. The 
reaction of automodified PARP1 treated with or without (time = 0) WT and 
mutant DrPARG was terminated at various times and filtered with a 30-kDa cut-
off column. (h) Detection of PAR in the cleavage products of DrPARG with HPLC. 
The peak indicated by an asterisk represents oligo ADP-ribose. [Reproduced 
from Ref. 5]
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PARylation is affected by the PARG status. They found also that the overall endogenous PAR level increased about 
two-fold in Δparg compared with the wild-type strain (Fig. 2(e)). A disruption of the parg gene not only affected 
PARylation but also altered the resistance of bacteria to radiation. When the genome recovery ability was as-
sayed with pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) (Fig. 2(f)) and randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), 
Δparg cells exhibited a delayed recovery of their genomes compared with wild-type cells. The data indicate that 
PARylation might be involved in the stress response of D. radiodurans. Using bioinformatic analysis, the authors 
demonstrated that there might be many bacterial endo-PARG because many bacterial PARG homologues possess 
threonine or valine at position 267 corresponding to DrPARG, which might not form hydrogen bonds with the 
conserved aspartate at position 260 (Fig 2(g)).

In summary, five conclusions were drawn from the structural and biochemical data. (1) DrPARG has a flexible 
N-terminal region, which is unique among previously reported PARG structures, and undergoes conformation-
al changes during ADP-ribose binding. (2) DrPARG is a bacterial endo-PARG due to lack of steric hindrance at 
Thr267. (3) Endogenous PAR can be detected in D. radiodurans. (4) Disruption of the parg gene alters PARyla-
tion in bacteria. (5) The association of PARylation with stress response might be more ancient than previously 
thought. Taken together, the existence and function of bacterial PARylation has been first described through the 
structural elucidation of DrPARG. (Reported by Chao-Cheng Cho, National Taiwan University)

Fig. 2: (a) Detection of endogenous poly-ADP-ribose (PAR) in cell lysates of D. radiodurans R1 (Dr) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
BY4741 (Sc) with dot blotting. The membrane was stained with Ponceau Red as a loading control. (b) PAR levels assayed with 
dot blotting in D. radiodurans R1 cultured with NAD+ supplement. (c) PAR levels were assayed with dot blotting in D. radiodurans 
R1 culture treated with 3-aminobenzamide (3-AB) in various amounts. (d) The cell lysates of D. radiodurans R1 and Δparg strains 
were resolved in acrylamide gel (12%) and blotted with PAR antibody and anti-pan-ADP-ribose binding reagent. The gels were 
stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue (CBB) as a loading control. (e) PAR formation was assayed in wild-type D. radiodurans R1 
and Δparg strains cultured in the TGY medium at 30 °C with dot blotting. PAR levels were quantified using image and plotted 
as mean ± SEM (n = 3 independent experiments) relative to the R1 strain, with PAR levels set to 1. *P ≤ 0.05, determined with 
Student’s t-test. (f) Genome recovery of R1 and Δparg strains assayed with pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE). (g) Sequence 
conservation between positions 260 and 267 corresponding to DrPARG in aligned BLAST hits. [Reproduced from Ref. 5]
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This report features the work of Chun-Hua Hsu and 
his colleagues published in Nat. Commun. 10, 1491 
(2019).
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The HpSpo0J-HpSoj-DNA Complex: A Vital Partition-
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T he segregation of chromosomes is essential to confirm and to activate their partition to each daughter cell 
before cell division. In bacteria, there is a highly conserved chromosome-partitioning system, ParABS, that 

encodes partition (par) loci and comprises three major components: ParA, ATP dependent dimeric ATPase; ParB, 
DNA compaction protein; parS, a specific DNA site. ParA triggers ATP hydrolysis and provides the movement of 
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some-partitioning system. [Reporduced from Ref.1]
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teins of ParA/ParB are HpSoj and 
HpSpo0J, respectively, in H. pylori.
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activity of Soj is elevated by Spo0J 
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with ParB-parS and the ParA ATPase activity becomes 
enhanced. ParB compacts the DNA with parS. ParB 
dimer binds specifically to a parS site. With the 
spreading and bridging domain, ParB could compact 
DNA with parS and form the ParB-parS higher-order 
complex. To investigate the partitioning mechanism 
in H. pylori, a research team led by Yuh-Ju Sun 
(National Tsing Hua University) and her co-workers 
solved the complex structures of Ct-HpSpo0J-parS 
(Ct: C-terminal domain truncated protein), HpSoj-
ATP, HpSoj-ADP-DNA and HpSoj-ATP- DNA. The 
X-ray diffraction data were collected at TPS 05A, TLS 
15A1, TLS 13B1 and TLS 13C1.1,2

For HpSoj (ParA), the crystal structures of HpSoj and 
the HpSoj-DNA complexes were determined by mo-
lecular replacement (MR) with Phaser-MR, using TtSoj 
(PDB ID: 1WCV) as a search model.1 Crystal structures 
of HpSoj-ATP and its DNA complexes (Fig. 2), mono-
mer (Fig. 2(a)) and dimer (Fig. 2(b)) are shown. The 
overall structure of the HpSoj-ATP-DNA complex is 
shown in Fig. 2(c); the DNA-binding site is detailed 
in Fig. 2(d). The crystal structures of HpSoj-ATP and 
its DNA complexes revealed a typical ATPase fold 
and that it is dimeric. The HpSoj-ATP-DNA complex 
non-specifically binds DNA through a continuous 
basic binding patch formed by lysine residues, with 

a single DNA-binding site. DNA binding by HpSoj is 
promoted by ATP. In the HpSoj-nsDNA complex, Hp-
Soj forms as a dimer and binds DNA non-specifically 
using basic patch residues, Lys199, Lys227, Lys230 
and Lys247 (Fig. 2(e)). Both monomers of the HpSoj 
dimer equally contribute to the DNA-binding, rein-
forcing the essential function of Soj DNA-binding. 

In addition, HpSpo0J (ParB) comprises an N-terminal 
protein-protein interaction domain, a central he-
lix-turn-helix DNA-binding domain, and a C-terminal 
self-dimerization domain. The HpSpo0J- parS DNA 
complex structure was determined by the Se-MAD 
(multi-wavelength anomalous dispersion) meth-
od.2 The HpSpo0J-parS complex is an elongated 
conformation with a flexible N-terminal domain 
for protein-protein interaction and a conserved 
DNA-binding domain for parS binding (Fig. 3). Hp-
Spo0J interacts vertically and horizontally with its 
neighbors through the N-terminal domain to form 
an oligomer with adjacent and transverse interac-
tions that might be necessary for molecular assembly 
of a higher-order nucleoprotein complex. From our 
structural and biochemical data, we suggest that 
HpSpo0J/ParB possibly associates with other proteins 
through its N-terminal domains, spreads along the 
chromosomal DNA by parS binding and bridges DNA 

Fig. 2: Crystal structures of the HpSoj-ATP and HpSoj-DNA complexes. (a) The monomer structure of HpSoj-ATP contains central six 
β-sheets surrounded by twelve α-helices. (b) The asymmetric unit of HpSoj-ATP is coloured pink and cyan. (c) HpSoj-ATP-DNA 
shows that HpSoj dimers bind to one 24-bp DNA (coloured wheat). (d) Magnified view of interactions between HpSoj dimer 
and DNA of the HpSoj-ATP-DNA complex. (e) Electron surface potential of HpSoj-ATP-DNA revealed a basic patch environment. 
[Reportuced from Ref. 1]
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action and parS DNA binding (Fig. 4). NAC formation 
is promoted by HpSoj participation and specific parS 
DNA facilitation. Based on these findings, we pro-
posed a structural model for the HpSoj-HpSpo0J-DNA 
complex and tried to understand the ParABS segre-
gation system in H. pylori. (Reported by Yuh-Ju Sun, 
National Tsing Hua University)

Fig. 3: Crystal structure of the HpSpo0J-parS complex. In the 
Ct-HpSpo0J-parS complex, four Ct-HpSpo0J molecules 
(A/green, B/magenta, C/orange, D/cyan) and four parS 
DNA (yellow) form as a tetramer. Each HpSpo0J mono-
mer interacts with a parS half-site; only one of the two 
HpSpo0J molecules on each parS site is shown. The AB 
dimer is formed with adjacent interactions. The AC dimer 
is formed with transverse interactions (Ct: C-terminal 
domain truncated protein).  [Reportuced from Ref. 1]

Fig. 4: Electron-microscope (EM) images of HpSoj and HpSpo0J nucleoprotein complexes. (a) EM images of HpSoj, HpSpo0J and DNA 
complexes. A different length of DNA was used for HpSpo0J and HpSoj to form a DNA complex. HpSpo0J-parS550 showed 
as a single complex, paired complex and higher-order complex. The HpSoj- DNA180 complex is observed as a single DNA 
complex. (b) The quantification of the HpSpo0J-parS550 DNA complex indicated a significant increase of NAC. (Single: Single 
HpSpo0J-parS550 DNA complex; Paired complex: Paired HpSpo0J-parS550 DNA complex; NAC: Nucleoid-adaptor complex; 
Higher-order complex: multiple compacted HpSpo0J-parS550 DNA complex).  [Reportuced from Ref. 1]

This report features the work of Chen-Hsi Chu, Cheng-
Yi Yen, Yuh-Ju Sun and their co-workers published in 
Nucleic Acids Res. 47, 2113 (2019).
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to compact and to condense the chromosome during 
chromosome partitioning.

The HpSpo0J-HpSoj-DNA complex is detected with an 
electron microscope. This nucleoid-adaptor complex 
(NAC) is formed through a HpSoj and HpSpo0J inter-
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The BTN3As B30.2/HMBPP Complex: New Insight 
into Phosphoantigen-Mediated Activation of a 
Vγ9Vδ2 T-Cell
The molecular mechanisms of phosphoantigens binding to BTN3A1 to activate a Vγ9Vδ2 T-cell 
has been elusive. Structural and biochemical analyses indicate that phosphoantigens bind to 
the intracellular domain of BTN3A1 to trigger an inside-out signal to activate Vγ9Vδ2 T-cells.

V γ9Vδ2 T-cells play important 
roles in immune surveil-

lance against pathogens and 
tumour cells. In a clinic, Vγ9Vδ2 
T-cell-based therapy holds great 
potential for the treatment of 
a solid tumour. Vγ9Vδ2 T-cells 
can recognize non-peptide 
phosphoantigens (pAg) in a ma-
jor histocompatibility complex 
(MHC)-independent manner. In 
the mid-1990s, isopentenyl pyro-

Fig. 1: (a) HMBPP bound to a basic pocket on the surface of the BTN3A1 B30.2 domain. (b) Interaction network of HMBPP with pro-
tein residues of interest; distances within 3.5 Å are shown as dashed lines. (c) Structural superimposition of the B30.2 domain 
of BTN3A1 (magenta) and BTN3A3 (blue). (d) Structural superimposition of the apo-form (blue) and HMBPP-bound BTN3A3 
B30.2R351H (yellow). (e) H351-HMBPP interactions in the BTN3A3 B30.2R351H complex structure. The β, β+α and α  conformers of 
H351 are seen in different chains of an asymmetric unit. [Reproduced from Ref. 5]

phosphate (IPP) and dimethylallyl 
pyrophosphate (DMAPP) were 
found to be immunostimulatory 
molecules of Vγ9Vδ2 T-cells. IPP 
and DMAPP are building blocks 
of the isoprenoid biosynthesis 
pathway that are widespread 
in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. 
These compounds might hence 
accumulate intracellularly during 
tumorigenesis and serve as 
self-antigens.1 Later work showed 

that (E)-1-hydroxy-2-methyl-but-
2-enyl 4-diphosphate (HMBPP) is a 
more efficient activator of Vγ9Vδ2 
T-cells. HMBPP is an intermediate 
in isoprenoid biosynthesis from 
bacteria and protozoa that use 
the non-mevalonate pathway 
(2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 4-phos-
phate [MEP]) for isoprenoid bio-
synthesis.2 These molecules (IPP, 
DMAPP and HMBPP) are known 
as pAgs. The underlying molecu-
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lar mechanism of pAg-mediated 
Vγ9V2 T-cell activation is, howev-
er, unclear. In 2012, butyrophilin 
3A1 (BTN3A1) was found to bind 
to pAgs and to activate Vγ9Vδ2 
T-cells.3 

BTN3A1 belongs to the BTN3A 
family, which includes also BT-
N3A2 and BTN3A3 isoforms. 
BTN3A1 and BTN3A3 share a high 
sequence identity; both contain 
an intracellular B30.2 domain that 
is the putative pAg-binding site, 

Fig. 2: The BTN3A1 B30.2 domain in (a) a symmetric dimer 
and (b) an asymmetric dimer conformation. (c) Bind-
ing affinity of HMBPP analogues to the BTN3A1 B30.2 
domain and their Vγ9Vδ2 T-cell activation activities. (d) 
The complex structure of BTN3A1 and HMBPP-08; a new 
interface is formed in the presence of HMBPP-08. (e) Ad-
hesive forces between an individual Vγ9Vδ2 T-cell and 
a cancer cell, as measured with an atomic force micro-
scope (AFM). (f) Cytotoxicity results. The specific lysis of 
MDA-MB-231 cells was recorded. [Reproduced from Ref. 
5]

but the latter lacks a stimulatory 
activity towards Vγ9Vδ2 T-cells. 
Notably, substituting R351 with 
His enables the gain-of-function 
of BTN3A3 to bind to HMBPP.4 
The molecular basis underlying 
the binding selectivity of BTN3As 
to pAg is unclear. To investigate 
the molecular mechanism and 
the binding selectivity, a research 
team led by Rey-Ting Guo (Chi-
nese Academy of Sciences) solved 
the crystal structures of the cy-
toplasmic domain of BTN3A1 

and BTN3A3 in apo-form and in 
a complex with HMBPP. All dif-
fraction data sets were collected 
at TPS 05A, TLS 13C1 and TLS 
15A1.5

Figure 1(a) shows that HMBPP 
binds to a basic pocket formed on 
the surface of the BTN3A1 B30.2 
domain. This pocket is constituted 
by the side chains of three argi-
nine (R412, R418 and R469), one 
lysine (K393) and two histidine 
(H351 and H378) residues. These 
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residues form multiple hydrogen bond interactions to HMBPP (Fig. 1(b)). The distances between the 1-OH ox-
ygen of HMBPP and H351 or Y352 were 2.5 and 3.0 Å respectively, indicating the presence of strong hydrogen 
bond interactions. The crystal structure of the BTN3A3 B30.2 domain was also solved to investigate the molec-
ular mechanism underlying its lack of binding capacity to HMBPP. First, H351 that forms a hydrogen bond to 
1-OH of HMBPP in BTN3A1 is Arg in BTN3A3 (Fig. 1(c)). This observation is supported by the gain-of-function of 
the R351H variant of BTN3A3. Second, the two conserved Trp residues W392 (W391 in 3A1) and W350 display 
different orientations in BTN3A3 and BTN3A1, so the hydrogen bond interactions between Pα and the loop re-
gion became diminished (Fig. 1(c)). H351 in apo-form BTN3A1 was also found to display varied conformations 
(Fig. 1(d)); the α-conformation is ready for HMBPP binding whereas the β-conformation is a loose form and 
distant from the hydrogen bond-forming position (Fig. 1(d)). In the HMBPP complex structure, H351 in three 
varied states is observed (Fig. 1(e)). These results indicate that the H351 might undergo conformational chang-
es from the loose-form (β-conformation), intermediate (β+α conformation) to the bound-form (α-conformation) 
during the course of HMBPP binding.

BTN3A1 B30.2 could form a symmetric dimer or an asymmetric dimer in the crystal structure (Figs. 2(a) and 
2(b)). AUC and FRET also enable the detection of the dimer formation of the BTN3A1 B30.2 domain. A chemi-
cal-probe approach (Fig. 2(c)) and structural data (structure of BTN3A1 B30.2 with HMBPP-08, Fig. 2(d)) sup-
ports involvement of an asymmetric dimer configuration in Vγ9Vδ2 T-cell activation. Figure 2(e) shows that 
the supplementation of HMBPP significantly enhances the interaction forces between BTN3A1 and the Vγ9Vδ2 
T-cell receptor (TCR). Consistent with these results, the HMBPP-mediated MDA-MB-23 tumour cells killing by 
Vγ9Vδ2 T-cells requires direct cell-to-cell contact (Fig. 2(f)).

In summary, five conclusions have been drawn from the structural information and biochemical data. (1) The 
first structure of the complex of BTN3A1 B30.2 with HMBPP was obtained. (2) The antigen selectivity of BTN3A 
family members was investigated at the molecular level. (3) HMBPP binding to the intracellular B30.2 domain of 
BTN3A1 induced a conformational transition of H351. (4) An asymmetric dimer configuration was necessary for 
an efficient activation of the Vγ9Vδ2 T-cell. (5) HMBPP increased the avidity between the extracellular domain 
of BTN3A1 and Vγ9Vδ2 TCR, leading to an effective activation of the Vγ9Vδ2 T-cell. (Reported by Rey-Ting Guo, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences)

This report features the work of Yonghui Zhang, Rey-Ting Guo and their collaborators published in Immunity 50, 
1043 (2019).
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Unliganded Form of Prc: A Deep Glimpse into the 
Activation of C-Terminal Peptidases
The regulatory role of the PDZ domain is different in various CTPs. This research focused 
largely on the structure of the unliganded form of Prc, an Escherichia coli periplasmic prote-
ase that belongs to the CTP family. The results provide a structural view into the PDZ-depen-
dent activation and the contrasting roles of the PDZ domain in the regulation of CTPs.

P roteolysis regulated by members of the carboxyl(C)-terminal processing peptidase (CTP) family is a vital 
process conserved from bacteria to plants. It is involved in protein homeostasis, cell morphogenesis and 

the virulence of bacteria. The major feature of the CTP family is a combination of a serine protease domain with 
an embedded PDZ domain that facilitates binding to the C-termini of substrate proteins. The PDZ domain is a 
common structural domain that plays myriad roles in signaling proteins across diverse species. The proteases Prc 
(or Tsp) and CtpB belong to the large family of CTPs that employ their PDZ domains in different mechanisms to 
regulate their activity,1 but the structural and functional roles of the regulatory PDZ domain in CTPs are elusive.

The E. coli periplasmic protease Prc has a significant impact on the cell envelope. The NlpI-Prc system regulates 
the growth of peptidoglycan sacculus by altering the cellular levels of murein DD-endopeptidase MepS.2 Prc 
consists of a monomeric bowl-like body and a lid-like PDZ domain separated with a substrate-sensing hinge. 
Research has shown that the deletion of the PDZ domain strongly impairs the proteolytic activity, but the precise 

Fig. 1: Overall structure of the unliganded form of Prc. (a) Orthogonal views of S452I/L252Y mutant. (b) Comparison of the liganded 
form of Prc (bound substrates omitted) (PDB ID: 5WQL). (c)–(d) Interaction of the PDZ domain with NHD and CHD (c) and with 
the proteolytic platform (d). (e) Interaction of the PDZ domain with the protease domain in the resting CtpB. The extended 
N- and C-terminal helical domains (NHD and CHD, respectively) are colored yellow and wheat; the PDZ domain is colored cyan. 
The platform-like protease domain is indicated and colored green. The vault element, consisting of helix h9 and strand b2, and 
the hinge coil (indicated with an asterisk) undergoing remodeling during ligand-dependent activation are shown in magenta 
(Prc) or red (CtpB). [Reproduced from Ref. 3]
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molecular mechanism of Prc remained incomplete 
because a crystal structure of Prc has been deter-
mined in only the liganded activated state. To fill this 
gap, a research group led by Chung-I Chang (Aca-
demia Sinica) solved a series of crystal structures of 
Prc in the unliganded resting state. The structures 
provide the mechanism of PDZ-dependent Prc acti-
vation and explain distinct contributions of PDZ do-
mains in different CTPs to their function. 

To stabilize the unliganded resting conformation of 
Prc, the team introduced several mutations in the 
proteolytic active site or PDZ peptide-binding pock-
et. A set of Mutations that might prevent the direct 
binding of a substrate were subjected to test with 
degradation assay, viability assays, analytical ultracen-
trifugation (AUC) analysis and thermal shift assays. 
For structural studies, S452I/L252Y mutant (S452 
is one catalytic residue) was ultimately crystallized 
alone or in a complex with NlpI (PDB ID: 6IQR, 6IQQ). 
X-ray diffraction images of the S452I/L252Y mutant 
were collected at TLS 15A1; images of S452I/L252Y 
mutant bound to NlpI were collected at TPS 05A.3 
The phase was determined with molecular replace-
ment using the activated structure as a search mod-
el.4 The structures revealed unique features of the 
intramolecular interaction of the PDZ domain in Prc. 
The PDZ domain does not occupy the proteolytic site 
but is instead located inside the bowl-shaped scaffold 
(Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)). The surface residues of the PDZ 
domain interact mainly with the residues of extended 
N-terminal and C-terminal helical domains (NHD and 
CHD, respectively). Only a few residues form specif-
ic side-chain interactions with the scaffold, such as 
K327-D619, R299-D209 and R194-D294, leading to 
a more flexible PDZ domain (Fig. 1(c)). Distinct from 
dimeric CtpB in which the PDZ residues block the pro-
teolytic site, a lack of interaction of the PDZ domain 
with the protease domain in the unliganded structure 
of Prc contributes to the non-inhibitory activity of the 
PDZ domain (Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)). As a result, the PDZ 
domain is attached to the protease domain via a con-
formation distinct from those of other CTP, including 
CtpB.

Chang’s group identified several intriguing structural 
differences between unliganded and liganded states 
of Prc. The key for peptide sensing is the conforma-
tional change of a double hinge that directly links 
the PDZ domain to the bowl (Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)). 
The hinge regions switch from coils to short β-strands 
upon substrate binding. The important residues 
Leu245 and Leu340 make van der Waals interaction 
with the peptide substrate and helix h9 in the ligan-
ded activated state. In contrast, in the unliganded 
resting state, these residues adopt a solvent-exposed 

Fig. 2: Structural comparison of Prc in different states. (a) Struc-
tural comparison of the resting and activated Prc, the 
remodeling of the two hinge coils (red) into a pair of 
β-strands during activation; the arrows indicate the direc-
tions of movement of helix h9 and the protease platform. 
(b) Stereo view of catalytic residues K477 and S452 in the 
resting and activated states, shown as sticks green and 
wheat, respectively. (c) Structural comparison of Prc-S452I/
L252Y (the unliganded state), Prc-ΔPDZ (PDZ domain-trun-
cated form) and Prc-L245A/340G (mutation in the sub-
state-sensing hinge form). [Reproduced from Ref. 3]

conformation. In addition, the catalytic residues S452 
and K477A are more separate from each other in 
the unliganded resting state than in the liganded 
activated state. As mentioned above, the different 
residue positions in the two states are called a de-
fault misaligned conformation (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)). 
Moreover, helix h9 is swung outward from the active 
site; the proteolytic platform is displaced downward 
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with the disrupted active site in the unliganded rest-
ing state. This structural difference elucidates the 
interplay between the PDZ domain and the protease 
domain of Prc (Fig. 2(a)).

To assess the structural role of the PDZ domain 
and the hydrophobic sensor residues, the group 
performed X-ray crystallographic analysis also on 
Prc with PDZ domain deletion or mutations in the 
substrate-sensing hinge using TPS 05A and Photon 
Factory beamline BL-1A (PDB ID: 6IQU, 6IQS).3 The 
bowl-shaped scaffolds in the two structures are su-
perimposable with that in the unliganded structure; 
the proteolytic residues of the active site are also in 
the default misaligned conformation (Fig. 2(c)). The 
results confirm that Prc is maintained in the unligand-
ed resting conformation without the PDZ domain and 
sensor residues.

The group noted helix h9 in Prc. As in the related 
CTPs, helix h9 docks onto two elements of the pro-
teolytic platform to enclose the substrate polypep-
tide. In contrast with the liganded form of Prc, the 
large vaulted space above the platform is correlated 
with the outward rotation of helix h9 in the unligand-
ed form (Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)). Furthermore, the struc-
ture of Prc-S452I/L252Y mutant in the NlpI-bound 

Fig. 3: Illustration of different mechanisms of PDZ-prote-
ases regulation in Prc and CtpB. (a) In Prc, the PDZ 
deletion results in an inactive protease (left). The 
unliganded PDZ domain (octagon) docks inside the 
bowl-like scaffold structure and does not interact with 
the proteolytic active site (middle). The hydrophobic 
sensor (Leu340; indicated with a Y-shaped symbol) 
engages the bound substrate and triggers structural 
remodeling to align the active site residues (right). (b) 
In dimeric CtpB, the deletion of the PDZ domain yields a 
constitutively active protease (left). In the resting state, 
the docked PDZ domain disrupts the proteolytic active 
site (triangles) (middle). Substrate binding induces the 
repositioning of the PDZ domain. The polar sensor 
(Arg168) from the PDZ domain stabilizes the active 
conformation (right). [Reproduced from Ref. 3]

complex shows a partially disordered helix h9 and 
the hinge regions. To investigate the flexibility of 
helix h9 in the resting state, limited proteolysis with 
V8 protease, which has been shown to cleave Prc at 
the peptide bond between Asn211 and Thr212 of 
helix h9, was conducted. The result revealed that the 
liganded form is resistant to proteolysis; the unligan-
ded form yields two fragments. These results confirm 
that helix h9 displays a high degree of flexibility. In 
consequence, the pulley-like helix h9 undergoes a 
disorder-to-order transition and its own remodeling, 
which might cause reorientation of the PDZ domain, 
concomitant with substrate translocation.

This work provides important insight into how sub-
strate binding to the PDZ domain might regulate the 
proteolytic activity of Prc. As noted, the structures of 
the unliganded form of Prc reveal the stimulatory role 
of the PDZ domain. During activation, hydrophobic 
substrate sensors engage substrate binding to the 
PDZ domain and trigger the inward movement of 
helix h9 as well as extensive remodeling of the func-
tional proteolytic platform. There are several notable 
differences between the unliganded form of CtpB 
and Prc (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)). The PDZ domain in Prc 
does not interact with helix h9 and the proteolytic 
active site; the open gate framed by the helix in CtpB 
is smaller than that in Prc (Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)). Under 
these conditions Prc might be more capable of ac-
commodating and processing more substrates than 
CtpB. These differences indicate the contrasting roles 
of the PDZ domain in the regulation of the proteolyt-
ic activity of CTPs. (Reported by Chuang-Kai Chueh, 
National Taiwan University)

This report features the work of Chung-I Chang and his 
co-workers published in mBio 10, e01129 (2019).
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